PERMISSIONS AGREEMENT

November 17, 2010

Permission granted to:
Robyn Shaffer
Virginia Tech
School of Biomedical Engineering and Science (0298)
ICTAS I
Blacksburg, VA 24061-0298

Material to be reproduced:
Gilbert: Developmental Biology, Eighth Edition
Figure 14.19 A, page 459

To be reproduced in the work:
R. Shaffer's PhD Thesis entitled “Complimentary Strategies to Promote Mesenchymal Stem Cell Differentiation for Ligament Tissue Engineering” to be published by Virginia Tech

Sinauer Associates owns copyright to the material described above and hereby grants permission for the one-time use of the material as specified, and for nonexclusive world rights provided that full and appropriate credit is given to the original source and that the work is for NON-COMMERCIAL use only. Please request permission for further use in subsequent editions, translations, or revisions of the work.

Sherri L. Ellsworth
Permissions Coordinator

Please acknowledge your acceptance of these terms by signing one copy of this form and returning it to Sinauer Associates. Permission Agreement is not valid until signed by applicant and received by Sinauer Associates.
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